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E D I TO R I A L

Adapt, evolve, & pivot!
The manufacturing Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI) has shown growth
from 52.0 in August to 56.8 in September, as per the IHS Markit India survey,
indicating a sharp increase in the factory output for the second month. That means
manufacturers have stepped up the purchasing activity inline with increasing
production needs. Although in most of the sectors the corporate performance in
terms of capacity utilisation and revenue is estimated to be lower than the
comparative figures in 2019-20, the recent CII National Council Survey has
indicated revival of positive business sentiments.
Going forward, supply chains will evolve, business and product portfolio
diversification strategies will become more critical, and companies will need to
adopt new ways to make their operations flexible and agile and of course to keep
their workforce safe without disrupting business continuity. In this turbulent
environment, organisations who quickly adapt, evolve and pivot will be the most
successful. But what does that take? The answer is Smart Manufacturing.
Even before the COVID-19 pandemic crisis, manufacturing has been entering
a dynamic new phase with a profound transformation that is offering substantial
opportunities for the global manufacturing world. Technologies will be dominating
the future of manufacturing. We will be experiencing a paradigm shift from factory
bound to interconnected devices, hypothesis-driven to data-driven, less waste to
no waste manufacturing.
In this context, we had recently organised virtual Smart Manufacturing Summit,
where industry leaders and experts discussed and brainstormed on the smart
strategies for manufacturing in the new normal, with hard-won ideas, and new
perspectives on Smart Manufacturing, which can be put to use to tackle critical
challenges with new confidence. Check out the Cover Story to know more…
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Rajib Kumar Jena,

CEO,
TRANXEL CONSULTING
FORMER VICE PRESIDENT,
IT SYSTEMS, BAJAJ AUTO

Collaboration is the key to growth &
isolation is the recipe for death.
This perspective makes a nascent
organisation or a start-up grow rapidly
and cultivate an ecosystem happily in a
trusting relationship. But unfortunately,
this perspective of the organisation dies
at the altar of growth to the bigness in
size and structure. As the organisation
grows, it requires efficiency as drivers
for growth and functional silos start
setting in. As department heads start
pursuing their respective goals and
objectives, somewhere, the organisation
starts losing synergy. This starts the
journey of stultification of growth, open
culture and collaboration.
Taking a cue from mathematics
(calculus), I always say that any
organisation or entity needs two
distinctly different actions, opposed
to each other but balancing each
other. These are integrations and
differentiations – we need to constantly
differentiate for excellence in functional
roles & integrate for achievement of
organisational goals/growth.
Digital transformation of an
organisation cannot be left to a function
like IT dept, or a leader like CEO or CIO or
CFO or CXO. It is now the responsibility
of collective leadership to drive a culture
of running the organisation on digital
6
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“TECHNOLOGY IS
ARRIVING AT A
LIGHTNING SPEED”
platforms, empowering employees &
partners to embrace digitality and innovate
collectively. Technology is arriving at
a lightning speed, business models are
getting shaped on the fly and we have seen
how shared economy has emerged.
But it is easier said than done. It needs
an empowered ecosystem constituting
talents & digital platforms. It is a top
driven approach to make it a strategic
drive. It needs six distinct mindsets/
actions for a successful ecosystem to enable
collaboration on digital platforms –
1. Aligned strategy & shared goals
The partners must know in advance
the strategy and his/her share in the
outcome that happens.
2. Make customer experience central to
the innovation
Solving real customer problems
creatively is the genesis of innovation.
Listing customer pain points, stated &
unstated, is the start of this journey.
3. Foster an open & creative culture
An organisation can have the best people
and technology, but without effectively

empowering both with the right culture,
it will not fully realise the benefits.
Culture change is led from the top.
Leaders can encourage the workforce to
innovate and take risks — which is what
digital partnerships are all about.
4. Protect the valuable asset IP
IPR protection and well-written
contracts eliminate hassles of doubts
and possibilities of frauds/malpractice
leading to protracted legal battles
draining energy & initiatives
5. Re-engineer process & operating
models, adopt tech platforms
One should verify the current business
processes & operating models for its
suitability for collaborations & modify
if needed and adopt the latest/suitable
technological platforms/technologies to
enable success within internal & external
extended business ecosystem.
6. The collaboration platform must enable
to transact by participants at different
stages of work
The platform is where the ideas are
dated, the POCs are nurtured, the
projects are implemented and yet the
IPRs are respected. The workflows,
document sharing, virtual conference,
SaaS usage, license protection,
protection of working relationship
as agreed in the contract etc are to be
enabled professionally. ☐
EM | Oct 2020
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Hindustan Zinc launches EVOLVE for non-ferrous metals
Hindustan Zinc (HZL) recently launched EVOLVE, India’s first online buying platform for non-ferrous metals created by SAP for
integrating convenience, security and ease of access. EVOLVE is designed to offer a three-click buying experience for zinc, lead, silver
and acid on a single platform based on real-time pricing on LME/ LBMA. Speaking on the launch, Arun Misra, CEO, Hindustan Zinc,
said, “In the sphere of online shopping experience, EVOLVE will enable us to contribute immensely to the ecosystem of Aatmanirbhar
Bharat.” Commenting on the launch of the platform, Harsha Shetty, CMO, Hindustan Zinc, averred, “We are proud to Go-Live on
EVOLVE. Customers are delighted with the ease of buying – it’s a one of the kind online stores in the non-metals industry which is
poised for significant disruption sparked by EVOLVE.” Speaking at the launch, Kulmeet Bawa, President and MD, SAP India, cited,
“This responsive digital network will bring communities and buyers together on a single platform. HZL’s shift to redefine the industry by
making their business more agile, collaborative and customer-centric, while mining responsibly and sustainably, is pathbreaking.”

CII expects steady recovery in second half of the fiscal

CII’s National Council recently indicated revival of positive business sentiment and gradual rise in expected corporate
performance where CEOs of top 115 companies met. The CEOs who took the poll included representatives across
sectors from metals and mining to manufacturing, auto, pharma, health, energy, infrastructure, construction and leading
services sector, including ITES, health, hospitality, tourism and e-commerce. The apex body also had a large
representation of the medium and small sector apart from start-ups. Almost all economic activities have been unlocked,
along with the reform and revival measures announced by the Government and RBI has contributed to the gradual
improvement in business sentiments for the second half of the current financial year. While in most cases the
performance – revenue or capacity utilisation – is estimated to be lower than the comparative figures in 2019-20, a large
percentage of the CEOs who polled have shown confidence in the days ahead indicating that the worst may be behind.

Tata Elxsi opens Global Engineering Center (GEC) for Schaeffler’s mobility solutions
Tata Elxsi has been selected as the global engineering services partner by Schaeffler, and the GEC is part of a
strategic multi-year engineering services engagement. The GEC centre in Pune will focus on mechatronics, digital &
embedded technologies, with the highest level of talent in line with Schaeffler’s vision for driving ‘Mobility for
Tomorrow’. This centre will be pivotal to help accelerate innovation and drive digital transformation and growth for
Schaeffler’s mechatronics business. Commenting on this announcement, Lars Noetzig, VP – Central Mechatronics,
Schaeffler Technologies AG, expounded, “Tata Elxsi will help us in collaboration with our centres in India and Germany
to build the required talent bases for the increasing footprint of mechatronics products of Schaeffler.” Adding to it, Nitin
Pai, Chief Marketing & Strategy Officer, Tata Elxsi, asserted, “We are delighted to be selected as a strategic partner to
Schaeffler, supporting their mechatronics transformation, through our expertise in product development and digital
technologies. This further consolidates our automotive position in Europe and fortifies the focused investments that we
have pursued over these years as a design-led engineering solutions provider.”

UL unveils new laboratory in India to
support growing solar PV industry

UL recently announced the launch of a new laboratory to meet the growing demand of the
Indian solar photovoltaic (PV) industry for testing and certification services as per the
latest IEC standards in Bengaluru, India. Commenting on the launch, Suresh Sugavanam,
Vice President & MD — South Asia & Sub-Saharan Africa, UL, observed, “The new solar
PV laboratory is a testament to the commitment to meet the ever-growing needs of the
renewable energy industry.” Talking about the solar PV industry’s growth and its emerging
needs, Dr Chakradhar Byreddy, Director for Renewables in Asia Pacific, UL, stated, “UL’s
new laboratory is one step to ramp up the capacity to test latest PV module technologies,
reduce the time frame for testing and enable faster time-to-market for manufacturers by
using digital twins.” Sharing his views on the launch, Vishanth Venkatesh, Head – Product
Management, Solar-Manufacturing, Adani Solar, viewed, “The end-to-end services UL
provides in testing, certification and advisory domains and the global renewable energy
industry expertise they offer made it an easy choice for us to partner with them.”
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Tata Group to launch India’s first CRISPR COVID-19 test
Tata Group recently received approval from the Drug Controller General of India (DCGI) for the commercial launch of the country’s first Clustered
Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats (CRISPR) COVID-19 test. This test uses an indigenously developed CRISPR technology for
the detection of the genomic sequence of SARS-CoV-2 virus that causes COVID-19 disease, Tata Sons said in a statement. It further added that
this is the world’s first diagnostic test to deploy a specially adapted Cas9 protein to successfully detect the virus causing COVID-19. Also, the test
achieves accuracy levels of traditional RT-PCR tests, with quicker turnaround time, less expensive equipment and better ease of use. Stating his
views, Girish Krishnamurthy, CEO, Tata Medical & Diagnostics, cited, “The approval for the Tata CRISPR test for COVID-19 will give a boost to
the country’s efforts in fighting the global pandemic. The commercialisation of the Tata CRISPR test reflects the tremendous R&D talent in the
country, which can collaborate to transform India’s contributions to the global healthcare & scientific research world.”

ws Release

bargoed until 1030 IST (05:00 UTC) 1st October 2020

LDRA reboots LDRA Certification Mentoring Program (LCMP)

HS Markit India Manufacturing PMI®

LDRA recently announced the reinitialisation of the LDRA Certification Mentoring Program (LCMP), a unique initiative catering for
start-ups and MSMEs in the India and South East Asia region. Originally launched two years ago, LCMP is a part of the LDRA
Certification Ecosystem Development Program (CEDP), a broader industry initiative designed to create a dynamic industrial
ecosystem by skill-building across all stakeholders. Speaking about the benefits of the package, Ian Hennell, Operations Director,
LDRA, avowed, “The annual growth rate for the number of new start-ups in India is about 15%, and many of these fledgling
organisations have disruptive ideas capable of leading our industry in new directions. We aim to support the whole ecosystem
with LCMP, becoming a part of each exciting start-up journey.” Discussing the goal of the programme, Shinto Joseph, Director
– South East Asia Operations, LDRA, stated, “We look to nurture the capabilities of the start-ups and MSMEs through our expert
guidance and support, helping them to build products that comply with local and international certification requirements.”

anufacturing sector growth moves up a gear

y findings
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months of contraction, while inputs were purchased at a
sharper rate and business confidence strengthened.

"One area that lagged behind, however, was employment.
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“Battery refurbishment can
help companies claim
carbon credits under CSR”
Voltaredox, an affiliate of BSI Israel, offers battery life extension
and refurbishment for various lead-acid batteries. The company
provides end-to-end solution utilising its state-of-the-art AI-based
machines for de-sulphation on plates and extending life through
internationally patented 100% organic methods. In this interview with
Anvita Pillai, Harinder Mohan Singh, Founder & Director, Voltaredox
(Effulgent BR Resources), debunks the myths around refurbishment and
why it is better than recycling, how they are helping various organisations in their
journey towards sustainability, the changes that have incurred due to COVID-19 & more. Excerpts…
At present, there is a boom in innovation
of batteries for UPS & solar facilities and
battery development companies are investing
heavily in Li-ion battery development
research. How much of difference would
Li-ion batteries make from lead batteries in
both the cost and recycling process?

Lead-acid batteries are almost 200 years old and are the cheapest energy storage
technology available. Plus, it is one-third the cost of Li-ion batteries. Lead is a metal
which can be recycled many times, while for Li-ion batteries, recycling technologies
are still not available.

How is your organisation aiming to help
sectors using batteries to move more
towards sustainability?

Our organisation helps by offering cost reduction support to industries. BSI Israel (Voltaredox)
is a pioneer in old batteries refurbishment, and in India, Voltaredox has been successfully
doing this since July 2017. Our company has covered Delhi’s NCR automobiles’ main &
component two and four-wheeler manufacturing companies, pharmaceutical, solar, railways
parts manufacturers, hydro turbine manufacturer, banking, publishing, etc.

Refurbishment and recycling are two very
contrast concepts, & there are many myths
surrounding the refurbishment of batteries.
Could you debunk those myths and help us
understand why refurbishing would be a
better and safer option than recycling?

Refurbishment doubles the life of batteries at one-third the cost and reduces carbon
footprints. This can help companies claim carbon credits under CSR, while on the contrary,
recycling creates water & air pollution. Sulphation makes the performance of the batteries
poor, while the refurbishment process removes sulphation, and the 100% patented organic
additive prevents sulphation, thereby extending the battery life by double.

The pandemic has brought in severe
disruptions to businesses. What has
changed for your organisation, customer
demand wise, due to the pandemic? How
do you plan on catering to them?

COVID-19 has bound the entire industry to reduce their internal cost, and like I
mentioned, we increase the battery life to a double via refurbishments at one-third the
cost compared to new batteries. Because of this, we are getting repeated orders and
new orders at an increased 300% rate.

How does Voltaredox plan on strengthening
its market presence in India? What
strategies are in line for your organisation?

We are getting a very good response from the market, especially after COVID-19.
Besides NCR, Delhi, refurbishment productions have already started near Chandigarh
and soon, we will start operations in the south of India. BSI Israel’s another
refurbishment business branch would be starting its operations in Pune & Hyderabad.
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“Consumers want greater
customisation and more
agile manufacturing runs”
An AM company redefining desktop 3D Printing, Rize’s industrial
3D printers are used extensively in manufacturing, life sciences,
package design & prototyping, etc for printing spare parts, tools,
jigs & fixtures. In this interview with Anvita Pillai, Andy Kalambi, CEO
& President, Rize, elaborates on what sets them apart, how they have
overcome the challenges during COVID, market changes & more. Excerpts….
Today Rize is amongst the most
prominent 3D Printing solution
companies. What sets your
organisation apart from other 3D
Printing companies in the market?

Rize’s commitment to safety and sustainability is unique and compelling. Ours is the only 3D Printing
firm named in the World Economic Forum 2020’s Technology Pioneers list. It is also the first 3D Printing
company in the world to receive the UL GREENGUARD certification for health & safety and the only one to
obtain this certification for an industrial desktop printer which produces full colour functional parts. Also, our
unique patented 3D Printing technology enables the production of full colour functional parts in homes/
offices/factories/point-of-care settings using materials which are engineered for strength and durability.

Can you tell us how your recent
launch, the RIZIUM Glass
Fiber, changes industrial 3D
Printing into a safe, durable and
sustainable process?

RIZIUM Glass Fiber is certified by UL GREENGUARD for safety and full-colour parts. Based on our unique
cyclic olefin-based matrix, RIZIUM does not release emissions at extrusion temperatures, is recyclable
and has extremely low moisture absorption and high chemical resistance. Its high dimensional stability
and stiffness enable the printing of large parts on the entire build plate or parts with complex geometries,
without warping. For humid climates, like in India, moisture-resistance is a tremendous advantage,
creating full-colour finished parts for outdoor use for any length of time, without concern for warping.

What sort of change in demand
do you foresee for your company
in the coming times? How do you
plan on catering to them?

Personalisation and global supply chain disruptions are forcing dramatic changes in operations.
Consumers want greater customisation, meaning smaller, more agile manufacturing runs.
Cataclysmic events, such as the pandemic, will reoccur and demand that organisations shift
operations flexibly between homes and offices, while enabling teams to work safely and efficiently
to create fully functional parts. And we’re positioned optimally to ride these secular trends.

The COVID-19 period has been
considerably tough for start-ups.
What were the challenges that you
faced during this period and how
did you work on overcoming them?

When our offices closed due to the pandemic, we put our own technologies to test. Our
engineers set up micro-factories in their basements, gyms, kitchens – wherever they could
find space. Within three days, we were up and running, connecting through digital design and
collaborative infrastructure with at least 50% greater productivity. We released two new products
and several new materials during COVID times, with more in the pipeline.

What is in store in the future
for Rize? How do you plan on
establishing a strong presence
throughout the globe?

There’s a global reset taking place today where factories don’t have walls and supply chains
reformulate in the face of near-constant change. Safety and sustainability are critical to creating
self-sufficient supply chains. We have lighthouse projects underway where global leaders in life
sciences, manufacturing and academia are using our solutions to enable a compelling advantage.
We are highly optimistic about the future.
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AI unmanning operations

An underway process for unemployment?

– Anvita Pillai, Sub-Editor & Correspondent
While imagining manufacturing shop floors, the only
image that flashes across most minds is blue-collared
workers finishing up every task manually, like portrayed in
movies from the 80s. AI-based technologies have brought
in a 360-degree change in the way we think about a shop
floor today. It has shifted from a potential prospect for
better functioning of the industry to a need of the hour.
And COVID-19 has become just the needed catalyst for
this testament. Today, right from being implemented in
the parliament for streamlining operations to sports for
predicting accurate match results to AI-utilised education
and, needless to say, in industries to modernise businesses
with an optimum workforce, the potential for AI-based
technology is unmatched. For industries, AI can optimise
supply chains, anticipate market changes (which can
ultimately help optimise staffing), have inventory control
and energy consumption. But given the current COVIDtimes, the real question for the industry is — will AI replace
manual controls on machines & operations? And how?
According to a McKinsey report, technology could
automate 45% of the activities that people are paid to
perform and that about 60% of all the occupations could see
30% more of their constituent’s activities get automated.
Now, this doesn’t have to be confused with job loss or lack
of employment. Most vouch that with the intervention of
AI-based technologies, employees will shift to more crucial
tasks within the organisation and hone their skills further
simultaneously. AI can only take over tasks and not jobs,
therefore, creating an environment of synchronous shop
floor functioning between humans & technology. Now, how
12

would AI enable all of this would be the real question.
AI hosts technologies, like Machine Learning (ML),
deep learning and autonomous objects, that manage tasks
on their own. Another McKinsey report on AI in production
revealed that AI asset optimisers in heavy industries have
delivered an 11.6% improvement versus the manual mode
in eight months. It also brought in ease for operators as
they could now easily shift to autonomous mode, leaving
complex tasks and fine-tuning for machine intelligence.
For AI to be deployed successfully and to take over
manual control, skill upgradation instead of skill replacement
would be vital. Machines are only as good as the person
programming & handling them. So, only employees with
a solid knowledge of the industry can continue to design,
build, connect, improve and maintain the AI. Considering
the demand for people with high calibre to manage AI, the
safest and the easiest route for industries would be to upskill
and cross skill the existing work pool. Skilling the existing
manpower across various domains, considering the current
situation, can highly optimise shop floor management, too.
The self-learning nature of AI brings in a paradigm
shift in the way of functioning. Companies that understood
the potentials of AI early on, like Google & Amazon,
have outperformed and have been able to adapt better
to the changing market. For manufacturing, which has
fickle margins and capital market pressure, the risk
of not remodelling is high. Steady adoption and skill
upgradation in tandem can be the only solution to meet
both manufacturing and market demands.
EM | Oct 2020

New Environmental
Technology Germany GmbH

nxtgen

splitting emulsions of waste cutting oil for safe environment

Design By VALUEADDS 9811441526

Below is a representation of
the emulsion treated with NETsplit.

products:
economically eﬃcient
and environmentally
compa ble.

We are pleased to introduce and bring to India a new, safe and eco
friendly method of emulsion disposal.
NETsplit products are powerful agents for splitting emulsions of waste
coolants and oils into clear reusable water and oil in liquid form. NETsplit
is an organic De-Emulsiﬁer which replaces your conventional method of
using acidic compounds and iron salts. NETsplit can also replace your
ultraﬁltration process which is expensive to install and operate.
With NETsplit the Key Advantages are :Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Excellent Water Quality
No Salt Contamination in the Efﬂuent
Quick Separation of the Emulsion Components
Effective even when Overdosed
No Risk of Corrosion
Only Minimal Inﬂuence of Temperature to the Treatment Efﬁciency
Use in Combination of other treatment processes, example-Ultra
Filtration.
Oil gets Separated in Liquid Form which can either be used in a
Furnace for Thermal Energy or can be Sold as Waste Oil.

GERMANY

We look forward to the opportunity to receive your inquiries : +91-9958898902, +91-9910117100 E-mail : sales@kinol.in

C O V E R S TO R Y M A R K E T

SMART MANUFACTURING
Connecting shop floor to
top floor in the new normal

The world is changing, and it is imminent that industries will eventually cease to exist, if
failed to participate in the journey of industrial revolution with smart manufacturing.
While manufacturing industries around the globe and in India are already on the ‘smart
manufacturing’ path, COVID-19 has brought in a pause in the adoption journey. To
mull over the journey with smart manufacturing ahead, Publish Industry India, in
association with knowledge partner, NASSCOM Centre of Excellence (CoE), technology
partners, Siemens Industry Software & m2nxt and 3D Printing technology partner,
Monotech Systems, organised the Virtual Smart
Manufacturing Summit, which deliberated on ‘Responding
to global changes with technology innovations’. An article
Anvita Pillai
Sub-Editor & Correspondent
anvita.pillai@publish-industry.net
based on the learnings from the summit…
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Cross skilling helps people become
empowered to perform various activities
with a 360-degree insight into the
manufacturing processes, making them
multi-faceted in all domains

COVID-19 has brought in inevitable disruptions in business
supply chains & product portfolios. Ease of production, safety
and agility have always been the ultimate goals from
digitalisation. But under the pretext of COVID-19, managing
businesses with less workforce on the shop floor and business
continuity have joined the list of expectations that digitalisation
has to now fulfil. Organisations will have to ingrain the fact that
smart manufacturing is here to stay, and it is the only pertinent
solution to evolve and become pacesetters in the business.

Reverse & reset of global manufacturing stature
The US-China trade war and China’s position in the global
supply chain, which is challenged today and will change going
forward and several other issues the world is facing today, will
lead to a big reset across the global economy. Supply chains
will need to start focusing on improving agility, customer
focus & concentricity, supply chain resilience, speed &
productivity and eco-efficiency. Viren Joshi, CEO & President,
Sigma Electric Manufacturing Corp, asserted, “Everyone of
us, not just the leading companies, will need to work with new
operating models, which revolves around business
transformation applying it to processes and management
systems for reskilling, training, Virtual Reality, etc.”
Organisations will have to tide through the changes in ways of
working, loss of labour, digital commerce, localisation of
supply chain and adoption of new technologies, environment
& climate change factors, emerging debt burdens and deglobalisation/reverse globalisation, while ensuring business
continuity and resilience. Neeraj Singh, Director, KPMG
India, ascertained, “Technology underpins all these new
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challenges. It helps one pave a path for recovery, and without
technology, none of these things can be fully enabled.”

Unchanged business basics
The fundamentals of business never change. Companies
that failed to have running credit lines due to COVID-19, as
they come out of it, will need to figure out cash possession that
will enable them to tide through any other crisis. The whole idea
of a business is about capital investment, debt structuring and
figuring out how to keep growing through absorbing all the
right things into the business. “If capital is not invested,
technology doesn’t move forward and if the technology does
not move forward, one will not get enough revenues. It is going
to be a balancing act for companies to figure out how to push
and pull the right levers as they move into the future,” explained
Kishore Jayaraman, President, Rolls Royce India & South Asia.

No one size fits all
Monolithic manufacturing set-ups have certain
characteristics, like it has a unidirectional flow and things are
in sequence, which is how manufacturing has been operating.
But today, ways of working need to change. Infrastructures
need to become more flexible and possess machines that cater
to the changing demands. Focus needs to shift onto overcoming
the current volatility and unpredictability in a two-phase
approach of one, analysing the short-term actions, i.e. what can
be done immediately and secondly, bringing in a framed
structure for more fundamental changes. Parag Satpute,
Managing Director, Bridgestone India, connoted, “As a
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Organisations need to adopt digital architectures
that not only connects one to the cloud but offers
a system that can be extended into the existing
MES & ERP systems. IoT devices connected with
an automation objective can deliver impactful
automation & transparency.

company/organisation, we need to become more agile. We
need to sense what is happening in the market and respond
very quickly.” This requires monolithic work to be broken
down into flexible work. Gautam Dutta, Senior Director of
Marketing, Siemens Industry Software, emphasised, “Every
product is a promise to the customer. But our functions are not
attuned for the promise; our functions are tuned inwards
towards the skills we have. The time has come that we keep
customers in mind and the promise that we make through the
product so that we have project & product-based functions.”

Overcoming the barriers of technology
While technology is and will be an enabler, currently,
technology adoption and implementation are barriers for
organisations because –
• Fragmented digital infrastructure: Organisations have
fragmented digital infrastructure. Only some functions
have a digital set-up; for example, a lot of people use CAD.
But if one is using CAD & CAE technologies to develop
new products and the manufacturing system is
conventional, it is just shifting the bottleneck from design
and engineering to manufacturing.
• Ineffective closed loop: Since organisations are not getting
data back, companies are unable to keep tabs of resulted
improvements. Organisations need to have an infrastructure
which helps them quantify the output and keep track of
what they are doing.
• Single-purpose linear processes: Linear processes do not
hold capabilities of solving the problems of tomorrow.
Companies need to become flexible and have multiple
processes moving forward.
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• Ineffective transformation: The transfer of raw data to
information builds up inefficiencies within an
organisation. Many believe if they possess IIoT and
analytics, they would be able to improve. But unless
analytics are not acted upon, one would not be able to
improve. Data needs to elevate itself in context to become
information; information has to turn into knowledge,
which can help in decision-making.
• Inefficient production data sharing: Data that is generated
from the shop floor is today limited to a few people/
functions. Whereas, it has to get democratised and be used
by multiple people for smoother shop floor functioning.

Understanding the changing narrative
COVID-19 has proved to be an awakening for people who
never had any digital strategy to start doing something.
Krishna Bhojkar, Head of Manufacturing Engineering, Skoda
Auto Volkswagen India, opined, “People who don’t have any
strategy at the moment, need to begin formulating a strategy
for themselves. People who already had the technology and
strategy in place, need to fast track their implementation.” It
is necessary to define & understand the baby steps so that the
risks of adoption are limited. Understanding the problem one
wishes to counter can help in smoother adoption. “Given the
current situation, companies need to identify what is ‘must to
do’ than what is ‘good to do’. Before adopting, companies
need to answer the question if adopting a certain technology
will help them make their decision-making faster, better or
cheaper,” advised Ravi Kharul, Chief Technology Officer,
Endurance Technologies.
Organisations need to adopt digital architectures that not
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“If capital is not invested, technology
doesn’t move forward and if the
technology doesn’t move forward, one
will not get enough revenues. It is going
to be a balancing act for companies to
figure out how to push & pull the right
levers as they move into the future.”
Kishore Jayaraman,
President,
Rolls Royce, India & South Asia

only connects one to the cloud but offers a system that can be
extended into the existing MES & ERP systems. IoT devices
connected with an automation objective can deliver impactful
automation & transparency. Jagganath V, Business Head of
m2nxt (a BFW Company), “Virtual automation can help
acquire the data, analyse and then gauge the champion output
that can be acquired from a critical cell to govern the
throughput of the shop-floor. Once identified, to sustain that
output, companies can get into the physical automation to see
the feasibility of sustaining the champion output for optimal
productivity and better output.” Rajesh Mrithyunjayan, Vice
President, 3D Products & Solutions, Monotech Systems,
asserted, “There is a high degree of individualisation in
personalisation of products that have to be catered to,
especially due to COVID. Technologies, like Additive
Manufacturing, can help connect production and highquality services, which could lead to hybrid products, that can
help production become flexible.”

Digital integrators & middle layer transformation
Bringing in different types of solution is not just enough to
ensure digital success. Having a digital integrator to merge all
the facets of an organisation is a crucial part of a connected
enterprise. “If one has not connected their various disparate
systems, then the data is not connected. Disconnected data
leads to disconnected information, which then leads to a lack of
insight, leading to lack of action,” accentuated Vivek Saha,
Director & Head, Digital Transformation, Nasscom CoE. An
integrated system can help audit information that is circling one
aspect of the whole system. Rajesh Nath, Managing Director,

“Everyone of us, not just the leading
companies, will need to work with
new operating models, which revolve
around business transformation
applying it to business processes and
management systems for reskilling,
training, Virtual Reality, etc.”
Viren Joshi,
CEO & President,
Sigma Electric Manufacturing Corp

“Technology underpins all the new
challenges. It helps one one to pave a
path for recovery, and without
technology, none of the challenges
can be fully enabled.”
Neeraj Singh,
Director,
KPMG India

“If one has not connected their various
disparate systems, then the data is not
connected. Disconnected data leads to
disconnected information, which then
leads to a lack of insight, leading to
lack of action.”
Vivek Saha,
Director & Head,
Digital Transformation,
Nasscom CoE
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“Every product is a promise to the
customer. But our functions are not
attuned for the promise; our functions
are tuned inwards towards the skills we
have. The time has come that we keep
customers in mind and the promise that
we make through the product so that we
have project & product-based functions.”
Gautam Dutta,
Senior Director - Marketing,
Siemens Industry Software

VDMA India, deemed, “The integration of the supplier with the
manufacturer is important to have a conducive flow and to have
a system which can have the flexibility of mass customisation
and changes in the flow of the system.”
“There is a high degree of
While many have brought into understanding the benefits
individualisation in personalisation of of digitalisation/smart manufacturing, what ensures the
products that have to be catered to,
success of it is the full binding of the middle management i.e.,
especially due to COVID. Technologies, the layer between the management of the company and the
like Additive Manufacturing, can help
operating workforce. Vivek Bhatia, Managing Director &
connect production and high-quality
CEO, Thyssenkrupp Industries India, stated, “Success of an
services, which could lead to hybrid
operation depends on the workforce feeling comfortable and
products, that can help production
confident in the environment they are working in. An integral
become flexible.”
focus on one’s supply chain and supporting it with the
Rajesh Mrithyunjayan,
required cash flow, sourcing and manpower can ensure
Vice President,
unabridged operations.”
3D Products & Solutions,
Monotech Systems

“Virtual automation can help acquire
the data, analyse and then gauge the
champion output that can be acquired
from a critical cell to govern the
throughput of the shop floor. Once
identified, to sustain that output,
companies can get into the physical
automation to see the feasibility of
sustaining the champion output for
optimal productivity & better output.”
Jagannath V,
Business Head,
m2nxt (a BFW Company)

“The integration of the supplier with
the manufacturer is important to
have a conducive flow and to have a
system, which can have the flexibility
of mass customisation and changes
in the flow of the system.”
Rajesh Nath,
Managing Director,
VDMA India
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Cross-skilling for efficiency
Both upskilling and cross-skilling are important for a
manufacturing shop floor. But with the new manpower
regulations for the shop floor, cross-skilling is of absolute
necessity. It will help people become empowered to perform
various activities with a 360-degree insight into manufacturing
processes, making them multi-faceted in all domains. With a
multi-skilled workforce, organisations can optimise workforce
on the shop floor and automate the administrative-supporting
technology by using bots. “In labour-driven industries,
companies should focus on improving skills of the existing
workforce and merge in silos of departments to bring a more
collaborative approach to use data for the better functioning
of processes,” advised Sureshbabu Chigurupalli, Plant Head,
Operations & Maintenance, Balasore Alloys.

Flip side of the coin
While analysing the pros of smart manufacturing, there might
be many, but it is important to address the cons of it, too.
1. High cost & investments: Smart manufacturing tends to
require heavy investments in its set-ups. Companies need
to analyse and prioritise their investments.
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“As a company/organisation, we need
to become more agile. We need to
sense what is happening in the
market and respond very quickly.”
Parag Satpute,
Managing Director,
Bridgestone India

2. Loss of skills over a period: There is a possibility of a
person’s skill level to diminish due to machines doing
the job for him. For example, an operator who could
easily identify a defect might weaken his skills due to
over-reliance on technologies. To overcome this,
companies need to bring in more training and awareness
initiatives constantly.
3. Garbage In or Garbage Out (GIGO): Machines, in its true
nature, are not smart; all the ‘smart’ factor of a machine is
built-in by humans. If humans understand a need well,
only then would they be able to translate better into
machines. Humans performing the function must
understand the function better and monitor the machines
to work in its best efficiency, which can be done by having
teams with individual experts in their domain.
4. Misuse & mishandling: While technology may bring in
benefits, someone could use it for personal gains.
Supervisors and managers need to be vigilant and
aware of what all can be misused and mishandled and
set-up systems that ensure manhandling of technology
is prevented.
5. Low tolerance to variation: Most technologies implemented
have a low tolerance to variations in comparison to humans.
Managers need to ensure that they take care of this
‘tolerance’ factor and alter it for the process that one is
trying to implement/automate.

Baby steps for the long haul
The shift is inevitable. There is no one formula or silver
bullet which is going to solve all the problems. Companies
need to measure their work delivery and keep improving on
it to stay competitive. Practising flexibility, with a continued
process of unlearning, relearning, upskilling and crossskilling, will help them be ahead in the game. Smart
manufacturing cannot be implemented in totality, but baby
steps can be taken pertinent to each business case and the
benefits can be deployed in other areas. While implementing,
a top-down approach in embracing the change can go a
long way. ☐
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“Success of an operation depends on
the workforce feeling comfortable and
confident in the environment they are
working in. An integral focus on one’s
supply chain and supporting it with
the required cash flow, sourcing and
manpower can ensure unabridged
operations.”
Vivek Bhatia,
Managing Director & CEO,
Thyssenkrupp Industries India

“People who don’t have any strategy
at the moment, need to begin
formulating a strategy for themselves.
People who already had the digital
technology and strategy in place, need
to fast track their implementation.”
Krishna Bhojkar,
Head - Manufacturing Engineering,
Skoda Auto Volkswagen India

“Given the current situation,
companies need to identify what is
‘must to do’ than what is ‘good to do’.
Before adopting, companies need to
answer the question if adopting a
certain technology will help them
make their decision making faster,
better or cheaper.”
Ravi Kharul,
Chief Technology Officer,
Endurance Technologies

“In labour-driven industries, companies
should focus on improving skills of the
existing workforce and merge in silos
of departments to bring a more
collaborative approach to use data for
the better functioning of processes.”
Sureshbabu Chigurupalli,
Plant Head,
Operations & Maintenance,
Balasore Alloys
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“If an organisation has to progress, it has
to move towards digitalisation very fast”
Lumax DK Jain Group is a leading manufacturer of automotive components and systems
in India and a market leader in lighting & gear shifter systems. In this tête-à-tête with
Juili Eklahare, Vineet Sahni, Group Chief Executive Officer, Lumax DK Jain Group &
Senior Executive Director, Lumax Industries, talks about the priorities for manufacturers
today, an enhanced focus on low-cost automation and robotics in Lumax Industries and
the potential collaboration opportunities for Lumax Group in the future. Excerpts…
Can you tell us about the new normal in the
automotive industry, today? What are the priorities for
manufacturers now?
Employee safety has become paramount; it was always there
but with COVID-19, it has gained a lot more prominence. I
can give a bit of a contradiction – earlier in manufacturing,
we used to say ‘’save space” or “cut down on waste of
movement”. Now, on the contrary, we are telling people
to expand. Another big
change that is coming
in is that we were
operating on a very
lean system of
inventories. Now,
we are planning
for inventories to
be available just in
case there is a second
wave. An extremely
high priority now is
the safety. Fortunately,
everybody in the
supply
chain
has
understood safety
as never
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before, which will probably be very good in the long run.
What are the opportunities that you are seeking for Lumax
Industries in the current coronavirus pandemic and social
distancing norm? How has your company prepared itself
to offer solutions to its customers and increase operational
efficiency in these unprecedented times?
We have found a very efficient way of connecting with the
masses through virtual meetings, which was not the case
before; there was always a limitation to the connect in the
physical meeting. However, now, there are no limitations.
Another significant point is that the cost structuring will
take a new shape for our company by implementing certain
learnings from the COVID times, and it may help us in
improving our profitability in the future. We have enhanced
our focus on low-cost intelligent automation because this
helps in social distancing, while maintaining the desired
quality levels of the product, which improves productivity.
Besides, the use of robots is helping us and we have increased
that application. Also, a lot of empowerment has come during
this time — people have taken it upon themselves and have
been delivering with a lot of empowerment.
What are some alternative materials that Lumax Industries is
looking at to bring down the weight of the vehicle? Also, can
you tell us about the work you are doing in matrix lighting?
We are working on alternative materials but that is a long
process. Our main focus is on using the same material to
technically reduce the weight, which is a faster process, giving
us the same advantage. For example, if a particular part has a
thickness of 3 mm, we are now able to produce the same part
by better design & manufacturing capability into 1.8 or 1.9 mm.
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Vineet Sahni is a veteran in the
automotive industry, having
demonstrated his unique leadership
style. He has a rich experience of
more than 20 years in the
automotive lighting sector and has
been instrumental in promoting
self-reliance in technology for
Indian engineers.

So, one eventually has the same result with much lesser weight. extensively long collaboration with Stanley Electric Company,
Also, better tool design leads to weight reduction. The second Japan. Do you look at investing in more collaborations in the
thing that’s going on is changing the material; for instance, future to help flourish further?
in reflector material, if we were to change from material A to Yes, we do look at more collaborations which has been our
material B, then it reduces the weight.
growth model, because we are able to manage the relationships
Coming to matrix lighting, it hasn’t come to India and with our partners very well. This is the cooperation model
Indian OEMs yet. But we are developing
that we would like to follow even for the
a prototype for particular customers,
future, which we are already working on.
where we are trying to offer a low-cost
There are several opportunities that have
solution of matrix lighting, which is
come up due to regulatory changes in the
EMPLOYEE SAFETY HAS
suitable for the Indian market.
country and also a shift in technologies
BECOME PARAMOUNT
in various products, which is leading to
You say that many new technologies are
the potential collaborations.
being developed in India at the same
time as in the global market. Do you think the COVID-19 Do you think digitalisation technologies will address the
pandemic has affected this in any way? What are the future challenges arising out of the disruptions in manufacturing &
opportunities in India?
supply chain and in what way?
No, the technology part continues to be what it was. During Digitalisation is definitely going to help. If an organisation has
COVID-19, engineers have been working from their homes to progress, it has to move towards digitalisation very fast. So,
throughout. Even for Lumax, the first thing we did was to getting into ERP systems, Industry 4.0, etc has to come in in the
move their systems to their homes. So, the technology & new future. I would also like to say that we have to balance the capital
product development activity did not stop at all.
expenditure and the results.
People have realised the importance of human beings
in the organisation, from a casual worker to a truck driver, What are the plans ahead for Lumax Industries, five years
including the skill related to that function. The importance of down the line?
having a small training school/ learning centre in the company We do have a vision 2027 document ready with us. We have
has also emerged. Additionally, if we have to have a robust clear plans that we have to grow at a particular rate and get in
supply chain, it is imperative that not only us but the entire some new product lines into our company. While doing that,
supply chain be sensitised & has trained manpower – from us we also have plans to improve our margins so that we are able
to our supplier to their supplier.
to support our stakeholders. Along with all this, we need to
improve the corporate governance of the organisation, which
One of Lumax Industries’ growth drivers has been its is a continuous improvement process. ☐
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Will the government incentive scheme

I m ag es co u r tes y : shutterstock

boost Indian manufacturing?

The government is planning incentives worth $23 billion to attract companies to set up manufacturing base
in India, so as to boost manufacturing activity and will offer production-linked incentives to automobile
manufacturers, solar panel makers and specialty steel to consumer appliance companies. This move is
believed to have a constructive effect and make a difference in the industry.
The Viewpoint section finds out how this scheme will help in the long-term,
Juili Eklahare
Features Writer
how it will facilitate in localisation & boost exports and what’s in it for MSMEs.
juili.eklahare@publish-industry.net

“Every industry has to train its workers/engineers for 6–12 months before
delivering results”

I

Vivek Nanivadekar,
Executive Director,
FIBRO India Precision Products
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t is very difficult to comment at this stage, as we have no clarity in what form these incentives
will be given. But whatever the form may be, it would certainly attract foreign companies to set
up manufacturing units in India. Now, most government sanctions or approvals are online,
without any manual intervention. Manufacturing businesses should firstly apply for such schemes
online, with all the proper documentation. Plus, every industry has to train its workers/engineers
and staff for 6–12 months before they start delivering results. I believe some good incentives like
low-cost finance, increased duty drawback, etc would certainly make MSMEs become more costcompetitive and can help compete with other countries, like Vietnam, Indonesia and China, in
the international market. Considering the current international economic & political situation,
multinationals are planning to set up multiple manufacturing locations in different countries so
that their business remains unaffected. As such, they would establish supply chain in different
countries, and India can certainly take advantage of this situation.
The younger generation in India is well-versed with IT and many start-ups have been
initiated by it. If the older generation is willing to a give a free hand to this younger generation,
they would certainly grab the advanced technologies. Now, everybody in the industry is talking
about IIoT, smart factory, Industry 4.0, etc. I am confident that today’s generation will be able
to implement these in their respective fields.
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“It is the biggest opportunity for our MSMEs to pull up their socks”

T

Dr A Balamurugan,
Director,
Growth Hacking Partners

he government’s intention is a good one. It will be a good opportunity for industries
to move into India from other countries since India still offers very good skilled manpower
at a reasonable cost and has a good supply of ‘knowledged’ employees. When big
organisations move into India from other countries, it provides opportunities for the local
ecosystem and manufacturing MSMEs to be suppliers to those organisations. Since most of
the organisations coming into India would be bringing in good technology, it will also
enable the supplier base to absorb such technologies, develop new skills and grow into more
knowledgeable organisations capable of supplying to the world.
But many organisations must develop the skill of ‘deskilling’ and ‘reskilling’. Also, the
biggest challenge would be whether our traditionally slow-moving government and
supporting machinery would move in fast enough to make a kill. On the other hand, it is
also the biggest opportunity for our MSMEs to pull up their socks and transform by looking
into taking up challenges of supplying to many of these big and new organisations, who
might set up shops in India. Besides, it is time for the MSMEs to adopt digital technology to
stake a claim to supply to such companies. If the opportunities are cleverly and wisely used,
our MSMEs, who are traditionally cost-competitive but generally resistant to follow worldclass manufacturing practices, can grow exponentially.
Plus, manufacturing businesses must accept the idea that small companies can still be
world-class companies. The small business owners must start becoming ‘entrepreneurs’
rather than remaining more of ‘engineers’ or ‘manufacturers’. The time has come to
eradicate the thought that ‘excellence’ is only meant for bigger organisations. If MSMEs
accept, adopt and embrace excellence in every step & process, they would be recognised by
bigger organisations, even across the globe.

“Local companies will definitely improve on their product quality”

This incentive will definitely boost the ‘Make in India’ initiative by narrowing down

Mahesh Tripathi,
Senior Vice President – SCM,
Operations and R&D,
Sany Heavy Industry India
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the trade deficit of the country and reducing dependency on foreign nations. What’s more,
dependence on overseas suppliers will reduce and inventory & logistics costs will be in
control. Material costs may also go down with an increase in the scale of production. It will
generate more jobs & improve labour skills. These incentives will encourage the advanced
technologies to a larger degree, given the large young working force available. This will not
only make India an attractive marketplace but also a sustainable manufacturing powerhouse
to support global markets.
With new manufacturing technologies coming to India through this scheme, it will enhance
to build a huge skilled human resource, which will help improve the productivity & even promote
entrepreneurship, which is a positive step for ensuring the success of ‘Make in India’. With
companies setting up industries in India, it will give employment to many people. India will also
need to realign the education system to focus on the needs of the industry and the country.
Furthermore, the Indian manufacturing industry will depend on local suppliers and this will help
most MSMEs to increase their revenue. In fact, MSMEs will have access not only to the domestic
market but also to the global one. As their capacity utilisation will increase, they will be able to
compete with global suppliers. Local companies will definitely improve on their product quality
and rework on pricing the products, which will benefit both the buyer and the supplier. To boot,
established industries must help the MSMEs for skill development & support on advanced
manufacturing technologies, and OEMs & vendors need to work on long-term partnerships.
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“Manufacturing hubs need to be created across the country”

T

Hemant Watve,
Chairman & MD,
Wilo Mather and Platt Pumps

his is a very good initiative, particularly focussing on growth segments and linking it
to production. In every industrial domain, once a congenial, conducive business climate is
available, the entrepreneurship spirit gets a booster dose. The important aspect of
productivity-linked incentives comes on the radar, industries become more competitive &
innovative and thus, the localisation becomes imperative. The businessman can focus on
continual improvement of quality, productivity and cost competitiveness and capture global
opportunities. Entrepreneurs and the workers can then focus on specific skill improvement
programmes to learn the best in market and benefit the society at large.
These incentives will also boost the volume game and enable domestic players to be highly
productive & manage their costs properly. The price–volume graph will work favourably for
local manufacturing to compete with international ones and a lot of insourcing can happen. It
will work as a pivotal point for making the local industry export houses. In fact, focus industries,
like automotive, solar, consumer appliances and most importantly, specialty steel, have lots of
potential by jumping into the volume game. The big industries will surely try to secure their
supply chain locally. This will boost the MSME segment with ready-made business
opportunities. Modern techniques, like robotics and CNC machines, will be applied to become
cost-competitive and address the most important quality aspects of today’s world.
To make the most of this scheme, manufacturing hubs need to be created across the
country, and the industries must come on a common platform to address the need of
technology, manpower, skills as well as financial needs. The whole structure must pivot
around productivity, safety, quality and packaging. However, no company plans its future on
incentives. If the government spends the proposed incentive amount on creating
infrastructure, it will create a magnetic effect.

“Manufacturing leaders should also look at the broader perspective”

This scheme is not only going to help the companies that are coming here but also the

Yatendra Kumar,
Business Head,
MotulTech India
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vendors because, finally, companies are dependent on their suppliers. The global companies
who are looking only at export may not choose India as a very attractive option. But for
companies that want to cater to the Indian market and also export to other countries, India
is the best option. So, export is going to get benefitted. I see two roadblocks at the same
time – internal & external. When it comes to the internal roadblock, it majorly concerns
our infrastructure. As for external roadblocks, while other countries have manufacturing
set up, it will not be easy for them to leave it.
Once bigger companies come up, they have to depend on the local things for small to
medium jobs, where MSMEs play a very big role. MSMEs will benefit, but only the ones
that are able to change & improve with time. The number of customers, products and their
variety, etc is increasing, which gives them more scope. And of course, new skills can be
developed to offer different solutions to these big companies.
The incentive may attract some to adopt new technologies but the drive to adopt new
technology should come from within the organisation itself, because if a company does not
adopt the technologies today, it will be obsolete tomorrow. Some part of the profits should
be invested to get new technologies. Manufacturing leaders should also look at the broader
perspective. They shouldn’t just see what’s going to happen tomorrow but at the long-term
commitments & benefits, in terms of strategy, training & the people who are coming on
board. So, they need to see how this incentive can be used in the long-term.
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“Companies should use the incentive to become more competitive”

T

Srinivas Rao K,
CEO Coach,
Indian Manufacturing Academy

his incentive will certainly help relevant sectors to attract higher investments as this initial
support for the first few years can help companies make a dent in global markets. Companies
should take a mature view and use this incentive to invest in Industry 4.0 and manufacturing
technology. The scheme can encourage the adoption of advanced technologies only if the industry
is using the incentive for improving the efficiencies. The government should give this push by
putting link to efficiency improvement and technology utilisation. Industry associations should
also generate a good amount of discussion on this aspect. On top of that, the government should
formulate a task force for technology adoption with participation from industry leaders.
For a change, manufacturing companies should start looking at the long-term and not look at
using the incentives to cover their inefficiencies. They should use the incentive to become more
competitive over the medium-term. Maybe the government can put these conditions to get the
incentives. In fact, if the incentives are targeted well, then Indian companies may find it attractive
to manufacture more parts locally. If a company gets about 6% incentive, then along with other
costs of importing, stocking, managing, it can practically get an advantage of almost 10%. This is
an incentive big enough for companies to take it seriously. If Indian companies can become costcompetitive, then the world will come to India. As I understand, the PLIs are aimed at larger
investments into manufacturing. When it comes to MSMEs, they may not get directly benefitted
unless they become innovative and form companies that will have many investors from the
MSME league. When they join their forces, then MSMEs can do much more. Other than this,
there can be a trickledown effect from larger companies.
Advt
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MRO tools weather turbulent
industrial economy
While industries can experience turbulence according to the market conditions, the
Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul (MRO) of any industry remains stagnant and
unaffected from the market stance. A key feature of MRO, High-Speed Steel (HSS) drills,
represents the essence of the segment. The article analyses how HSS
and HSS-E meet the cutting tool requirements of the industry and
Gautam Ahuja,
Managing Director,
how they can enable a smoother functioning of the MRO segment.
Dormer Pramet India
The metalworking industry has experienced both positive
and negative periods of economic development in recent
years. This is often linked to the performance of several key
industries, such as automotive, aerospace and oil & gas.
However, there is one segment which seems to weather the
storm regardless of the economic climate - Maintenance,
Repair and Overhaul (MRO). Regardless of whether times are
good or bad, many industrial companies have continual
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requirements for maintenance and to support production
operations. Their primary aim is to find alternative options to
keep costs low by reusing existing equipment or materials,
repairing items or simply choosing a cheaper option to get the
job done. A key feature of MRO is hand-drilling operations,
particularly standard High-Speed Steel (HSS) drills, which
represent the lifeblood of the segment.
The most popular ranges within the Dormer assortment
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HSS drill action

include jobber length and stub length drills for use in handheld power drills, pillar drills and other manually operated
machinery. Its stub length drills, for example, feature shorter
flutes to increase toughness and precision. This makes them
ideal for tight spaces and hand-held operations that require
rigidity. In addition, the shorter length reduces deflection,
breakage and runout. However, when performing hand-held
applications, the length of the drill is not the only important
criteria to consider when choosing the right cutting tool.
Consistent and predictable performance is critical, meaning
the right geometry and torque capabilities are paramount.

Torque
The drilling torque is predominantly determined by the
workpiece material properties, diameter, drill geometry and
machining parameters. From the machining parameters, the
feed is the main factor to consider, because cutting speed has
little influence on the development and size of the cutting
forces. With modern CNC machine-tools, the drilling torque
is rarely a limiting factor, but with light duty machines, pillar
drills and hand-held power drills it is a primary consideration.
When torque becomes a limiting factor, a reduction of the feed
per revolution is needed or a change to a two-stage operation.
This means pre-drilling with a smaller sized drill (≈ 0.2xD),
followed by drilling with the desired diameter.

Point geometry
In general CNC machining environments, maximising
drilling speed while maintaining required hole-quality is often
favoured, as it can result in greater cost savings. However, for
an MRO engineer, safety and reliability are paramount. It is,
therefore, important to understand the connection between
the features of the drill-point geometry and the allowable
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penetration rate. The rake angle, for example, is measured at
the peripheral corner and approximately equal to the lead of
helix. However, it changes along the length of the major
cutting edge, getting smaller to eventually become negative
near the drill axis. This improves the sharpness of the drill,
which in turn reduces the amount of torque required.
Just like the rake angle, the clearance angle also changes in
the radial direction. But where the rake angle decreases from
the peripheral corner to the drill axis, the clearance angle
increases. This helps to create a smooth exit hole during handheld operations. Also, the chisel edge is the first point of
contact, pushing into the material. However, it doesn’t cut the
work-material but instead displaces it while penetrating. As a
result, the chiselled edge creates most of the thrust forces
exerted. The geometry of the chiselled edge, together with the
point angle, determines the centring characteristics, which
control hole positioning, size and straightness.

Versatile cutting tools
A cutting tool which features these characteristics is the
Dormer A100 HSS drill. Suitable for drilling a variety of materials,
such as steels, aluminium and stainless steel, the A100 is ideal for
hand-held applications. Its 118-degree standard point is easy to
regrind and a steam oxide finish prevents the work-piece material
from sticking to the cutting edge. Also, the Dormer A002 generalpurpose jobber length drill provides a smooth cutting action and
consistently high quality, in a wide variety of materials, its selfcentring split point offering excellent positional accuracy. Its
lesser-known cousin, the A108, features a split point and a quickspiral helix and limits the onset of work-hardening and a steam
tempered surface treatment, helping retain cutting fluids and
preventing material sticking to the cutting edge. Manufactured
from M2 grade of HSS, which is one of the toughest available,
makes it ideal for hand-held operations.
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Spot weld drills are most commonly used in
MRO applications, especially when replacing
sheet-metal panels welded together

A777 and A117, high-speed cobalt jobber and stub drills,
provide another option for hand drilling. Their heavy-duty
design makes them suitable for machining high-tensile, tougher
materials, such as tool steels. A 135-degree split point design
helps with self-centring when used by hand and reduces the
push force required. A bronze oxide finish prevents workpiece
material from sticking to the cutting-edge during usage.

Hand-held tools
In addition to standard jobber drills, there are a range of
cutting tools for other hand-held applications. Spot weld drills
are most commonly used in MRO applications, especially when
replacing sheet-metal panels welded together. Removing a spot
weld with a standard twist drill can be messy and dangerous
because the drill can wander on the hardened, uneven surface.
However, the A723 high-speed cobalt spot weld drill is available
in several standard sizes to suit common applications in the
automotive and trailer repair industry. A special lip and spur
point provide accurate centring by preventing the drill from
wandering. In addition, the sharp outer corner cuts the softer
material around the spot weld at the same time. A strong web

design gives strength for improved penetration in tough
conditions and ensures safe & reliable use. Short flute options
enhance rigidity for the hand-held drilling of thin panels and
sheet steel, increasing stability even more.

Increasing stability to develop markets
Finally, the HSS sheet metal drills are available in several
standard sizes to suit common rivets, screws and bolts.
Suitable for drilling thin sheet steel and panels, the A123
range features a 120°-point geometry with a short flute to
provide easy penetration and rigidity in portable applications.
Nobody’s clearance further increases stability during drilling
and breakthrough to give superior hole quality. Its thin web
at the point provides excellent self-centring properties, while
its steam tempered surface improves performance and
reduces the chance of built-up edge. An economical doubleended version (A119) is also available, helping to reduce
inventory costs.
Dormer Pramet’s wide collection of economical holemaking tools is supported with additional options, such as
threading taps and rotary carbide burrs. ☐
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Five overlooked TCO aspects
of metalworking fluids
From being profitable to bringing in high efficacy, manufacturing companies see to it that the
coolants they use are properly efficient and lead to top productivity. From its role in waste
treatment to sustainability, the article discusses some lesser
Walied Henschel,
considered topics concerning metalworking fluids that nevertheless
Senior Application Technologist,
Oemeta Chemische Werke
prove to strongly impact a machine shop’s overall costs.
GmbH
With various coolant suppliers and product philosophies,
the market for metalworking fluids is buzzing. Plenty of choices
are offered. Coolants might or might not contain boron,
biocides, mineral oil, ester oil, formaldehyde releasers or
chlorinated paraffins. While all must comply with the Globally
Harmonized System of Classification and Labelling of Chemicals
(GHS), some don’t. Others would even offer approval of
machine manufacturers or OEMs. Ultimately, each coolant will
provide a unique set of advantages as well as disadvantages.
Understanding the differences in coolants and being able
to choose their properties, depending on the according
machining process, proves to be a bold venture. Hence, most
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commonly, the coolant’s price per kg remains the single
important factor for decision making. Anyhow, widening the
scope for coolant selection often results in significant overall
cost reduction. For purchasers, a trustworthy supplier offering,
reliable advice and support is crucial.

Cooling lubricants are complex
Cooling lubricants are complex mixtures of up to 30
ingredients. These ingredients might be mixtures themselves.
Typical water miscible metal working fluids include base
oils, emulsifiers, lubrication performance improving
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(Clockwise) total cost efficiency,
lifecycle assessment, process
optimisation, & occupational safety

additives, corrosion inhibitors, flushing agents and
defoamers. Each substance provides advantageous and
disadvantageous properties at the same time. Tensides, for
example, act as emulsifiers and improve the coolant’s wetting
and flushing characteristics. Unfortunately, tensides form
foam bubbles. This effect is negated by anti-foaming agents.
However, those are lost via filtration due to their molecule
size. Adjusting one property will tip off another, hence,
hampering the balance of the coolant. A truly ideal, universal
coolant cannot exist. Thus, understanding the machining
process as well as the production plant’s characteristic
demands is crucial for coolant choice.

Co-operation with a manufacturer
on a partner level is worthwhile
Picking and maintaining the appropriate metalworking
fluid requires knowledge in metallurgy, machining, process
engineering and chemistry. Ideally, experts of all fields meet to
understand which of the plant’s requirements are to be
prioritised highest. Often, coolant manufacturers advise as early
as in the planning phase of a new plant.
Taking the time to think about the diversity of metal working
fluids, apparently impacting the overall process in various ways
reveals the careful consideration required. A wrong coolant
choice could increase the unnecessary consumption of additives
or even impair the machining process. The cooling lubricant
influences the processing parameters, such as cutting parameters
and material removal rates which have a direct relation to a
plant’s productivity. However, at this point, things get a bit
more complex and many consumers are happy to push forward
blindly. Therefore, having a supplier who acts as a partner
becomes even more important.
Various machining problems can be solved on the long run
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by joint forces of coolant suppliers and customers machining
experts, as striving for the best performance requires a
comprehensive understanding of the whole process.
Optimisation of the processing parameters bears higher rewards
compared to small occasional savings on coolant per kg prices.

Waste treatment
Waste treatment always accounts for a fair share of overall
costs. Understanding the coolant’s impact on those spending
is worthwhile.
Regulations as well as costs of waste treatment will differ,
depending on the respective country and even state. However,
the waste’s composition usually impacts the treatment costs
the most. Certain substances are not easily recycled or
combusted, especially if environmental protective measures
are in place. Especially heavy metals, dangerous substances
and mineral oil require a high level of processing as well as
care whilst transportation. Any reduction of those waste’s
quantities will result in plain savings on the economic side.
Three mechanisms reducing disposal costs will be
elaborated on –
1. Reducing the total quantity of waste is the best practice and
often required by law. Unfortunately, there is a limit on
that front. However, separating different classes of waste
and even reducing the quantity of costly substance classes is
an effective way to achieve precious savings. Choosing
coolants incorporating no harmful substances or mineral
oil will often effectively reduce the overall disposal costs.
2. A coolant with a low consumption and drag out rate will
not only result in clean machines but lower overall
quantities of waste.
3. Multifunctional coolants enable a further reduction of
waste. Filling the same oil in the hydraulics, using it to
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The environment undoubtedly supports
each plant with the required resources
for a sustainable economy

prepare the metalworking fluid and to lubricate the
slideway avoids cross contamination and reduces required
top up rates of coolants.

Health and safety
Being most likely one of the least quantifiable aspects, the
employees’ health and safety remains remarkably hard to pin
down economically. Nevertheless, its impact on productivity
should not be denied. Ultimately, each plant’s success can be
described via the amount and value of parts produced as well
as the total costs per part.
Coolants are technical fluids composed of various chemicals,
their foremost purpose being the increase of surface and
dimensional quality as well as the reduction of machining cycle
times. Anyhow, a capable coolant manufacturer keeps the
workers’ safety in mind and refrains from the usage of harmful
substances as much as possible. Workers falling sick will often not
be immediately replaced with colleagues just as capable.
Recovering measures are often expensive and tedious. As a result,
machine downtimes and time consuming trainings for new
colleagues are to be expected. In addition, manufactured part’s
quality is likely to suffer, decreasing the parts value. As the
workers union’s focus falls upon recurring cases of sickness,
opposition arises and productivity becomes impaired.
Even though all local governmental regulations are fulfilled,
a close examination of this aspect is likely to prove beneficial.
With the economy being globally intertwined and health &
safety and as well as environmental sustainability concerns
rising, a clear demand for suppliers’ compliance, with all sorts
of global regulations, is observed. One of the mechanisms in
place to ensure human and environmental health & safety is the
European regulation of Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation
and Restriction of Chemicals (REACH). Ensuring one’s
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chemicals compliance with REACH is a significant step towards
a smoothly running plant.

Sustainability aspect
Not only health and safety of humans but also the state of the
environment is economically important. As workers might seem
replaceable to some economists, a point that we strongly disagree
on, the environment undoubtedly supports each plant with the
required resources for a sustainable economy. Whereas, some
resources should be kept unharmed in order to sustain a business
in the long run, others should be used as little as possible. Saving
resources almost always saves money. Especially consumables,
such as energy, water and raw materials – including metals or
chemicals – which are acquired at high costs and used in large
quantities. As obvious as the impact of the reduction of these
resources is, as unnoticed is the effect of less obvious resources,
such as cleanliness or waste. Waste is usually gathered in
containers, tanks or piles, until getting disposed by waste
treatment facilities. The costs are usually significant.
Cleanliness, on the other hand, is only achieved by removing
various forms of waste from e.g. the machine, the workplace or
the plant in general. Not only does cleanliness affect the wellbeing of the workers but also the performance of the plants’
processes significantly and the quality of the produced goods.
Cleaning itself is an expensive process and different coolants
generate significantly differing amounts of pollution. This ranges
from coolants containing extremely high mineral oil contents
with ineffective tensides to coolants with low or no mineral oil &
extremely effective tensides, causing a washing effect themselves.
We believe that state-of-the-art coolants with a low impact
on the environment are supporting plants all over the world
with a sustainable performance. The same process can be
ensured with the same quality, today and in the future. ☐
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Considerations for seamless integration
of automated machining systems
For labour-intensive industries, the implementation of a fully integrated machining automation
system can be daunting. This two-part series article explains why automation is necessary, the
nuances to keep in mind while selecting an integrators/automation partners, system implementation
& execution, etc. The part one elaborates on the importance of automation within labour-driven
factories, how one can implement automation with wide acceptance and more.
Automated machining systems have become the new
standard for competitive suppliers. They have been applied and
configured to meet a variety of needs across nearly all industries.
Die/mould, aerospace and aeroengine, which traditionally have
been extremely labour-intensive manufacturing environments,
are now able to incorporate automation. Despite the many
benefits of automated manufacturing systems, their complexity
is often intimidating for first-time investors. To effectively
define, plan, justify, select, implement and execute a full system
integration can be a daunting task for those who are unfamiliar
with the process. However, partnering with an automation
expert — one who can guide manufacturers through this
complex development — can not only provide financial
benefits, but allow for a seamless integration.
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Advantages of automation
Businesses that have employed automation systems
typically enjoy many efficiencies. Robotic automation enables
a single operator to handle several machines more efficiently
at once. The benefits associated with this automation are
reduced manufacturing costs that result from lower direct
labour costs. Machine counts required for known part
production volumes may be reduced due to the increased
efficiencies released from automated systems. Improved part
quality can also arise when transitioning from manual to
automation since the manufacturer is removing the potential
for human error from the part or tool set-up.
One of the challenges nearly all manufacturers, across all
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Automating parts handling can provide increased flexibility
of shop resources, with production hours growing through
unattended machining or with 24/7 operation

industries, are facing is a decrease in technically capable
workers. Consistent lack of labour availability has been a huge
driver for manufacturers in every industry to facilitate
automating their production process. While automation doesn’t
necessarily replace workers, it can help businesses handle more
machines and set-ups with less people. Ergonomic issues that
result from workers carrying heavy parts can also be addressed
with automation. This can help manufacturers avoid
unnecessary medical expenses and unplanned downtime.
Automating parts handling can provide increased flexibility of
shop resources, with production hours growing through
unattended machining or with 24/7 operation.
With the shop running more efficiently, businesses can
accept more jobs and diversify applications. Because the
company can do a better job of tracking the work that comes
through the shop with an automated system, the machines can
run faster, longer and with improved turnaround. A shop that is
reorganised for upgraded tracking and flow of work can also see
a more efficient manufacturing process. Finally, many customers
also have an improved perception of the business when it
employs state-of-the-art machining. Modernisation through
automation shows a company’s commitment not only to their
own growth, but to their customer’s growth as well.

Justifying automation
It is crucial for any owner or employee driving the
automation process to develop a strong business case defining
the ways automation can benefit the company. This business
case is especially critical if the company is new to automation.
These goals can often include efforts to increase machining
efficiency and capacity in order to gain extra revenue potential,
to save direct labour costs and set-up times or improve quality
by eliminating scrap.
Potential justifications for transition to automation systems:
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• Improved machine efficiencies: Typically, companies
have seen an increase in machine utilisations from in the
70% range to the low 90% range
• Reduction in labour: Automation provides the potential
to reduce the direct labour costs associated with the
production of a part or family of parts. The reduction
can be realised in the direct elimination of labour, an
increase in the number of machines assigned to operators
and an increase in the unattended operation of the
machining centres.
• Reduction in production scrap: Elimination of operator
mistakes, such as incorrect part loading into the fixture,
running of the wrong machining programs, set-up of
the wrong fixture for the part number and defects
caused by improper part handling after machining can
be addressed by automation systems
• Reduction in lost work expenses: Automation can
improve the operating environment resulting in a
reduction in injuries and hazards to the work force

Implementing automation
Company wide acceptance
The company, from the leadership to the individual team
members in all departments, needs to understand and accept
the changes required to support automation, along with the new
responsibilities that the implementation of automation will
bring to their roles within the organisation.
All concerns should be addressed at this point to ensure the
company is committed and capable of executing the
implementation of the automated systems and the changes that
are required for the successful implementation. Many times,
employees who go through the implementation of automation
say they have become energised by the process improvements
that automation brings, and they are excited to learn new skills.
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One of the first and foremost steps for planning
automation integration is to define the part-mix and
volume requirements for the automated machining system

For example, many operator roles are redefined or re-tasked
to other areas. Many times, when the new automation project is
completed, operators ask specifically to work on the automated
cell because of its additional capabilities. The operators typically
appreciate that automation handles the repetitive tasks,
providing them with time to do more productive duties, such as
checking parts or maintaining the equipment or production
area or improving the operations in the area. Automation can
be the component which rejuvenates stale morale as well as
outdated or mundane processes, breathing new life into the
manufacturing environment. Critical to the successful
implementation of an automation system, the following
disciplines/organisations play key roles in this process.
• Manufacturing and process engineers: Integration of the
machining process into the automation systems
• Operations personnel: Redefining the roles of the
operations staff responsible for operating the automated
system and operations
• Production maintenance staff: Planning for the
maintenance of the automation system, such as preventative
maintenance routines and easy system recovery, to
maintain the intended high rate of system utilisation
• Quality systems: Monitoring and maintaining part quality
within the automated operation
• Facility safety organisations: Ensuring that the automation
system meets all the safety and ergonomic requirements of
the facility
• IT: Network management, data collection, remote access to
automation system controls
It’s crucial that all disciplines understand the company’s
goals and each of the individual roles that play into supporting
the project.

Defining the automation requirements
Manufacturers must first know what they would like to
accomplish through automation in order to determine how
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their system should best be configured. They should determine
whether the goal is to obtain increased machining efficiencies,
unattended operation or reduced labour costs, better ergonomics
or the elimination of hazardous work conditions. One of the
first and foremost steps for planning automation integration is
to define the part-mix and volume requirements for the
automated machining system.

High-volume, low-mix production
A low-part mix with high-volume production runs (mass
production) typically is employed in an automotive parts
machining environment, where the same part is being
manufactured over and over in quantities by the thousands.
There is a need for automation and elimination of the direct
handling of parts. Automation for high-volume production
typically is a highly customised system, where each one of the
systems is unique for the part or process and usually involves a
robot or gantry system that services the machining centre. Parts
are passed between machining centres for operations.

High-mix, low-volume production
High-mix, low-volume production machining is typically
found in the medical or aerospace industries and often include
standardised automation with a system controller to control the
flow of parts production. This typically includes manufacturers
with the need for small batch runs, multiple part types, quick
changes between jobs and manual handling of parts. Automation
for these types of manufacturers will incorporate a transport
mechanism that may move fixtures between machines or move
a fixture plate between tombstones. These automation systems
usually include a flexible system that accommodates multiple
part types moving across the same machining centre. EDM
automation typically falls into this type and includes graphite
electrode handling with a single (often Cartesian style) robot
servicing these machines.
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Given the interdependence of the modern automated systems with
the other systems, it is highly recommended that manufacturers
work with a supplier that is able to coordinate all aspects of the
integration process, including third party equipment

Definition of automation details
An essential step is to outline the complete production
process for the part type or the groups of parts to ensure all
aspects of the part production process are accounted for in the
automation system plan. Automation can be applied to only a
small portion of the production process or to the complete
production process. The extent of the automation is usually
dependent on the application and the ability to undertake
complex automation. A parts manufacturer may decide to start
simple with a small portion for the company to become
comfortable with the method of automating the machining
process. However, simple or complex, the requirements of the
automation must be understood in order to meet all the
objectives of the automation. For example, defining what’s to be
done manually vs what can transition to being automated, can
assist with ensuring that no step has been overlooked.
From this analysis, the benefits of the automation can be
better defined, such as the potential reduction in labour costs,
elimination of costly work hazards, unplanned downtime and
medical expenses. This calculation is crucial to understand the
potential ROI that can be achieved from automation and deciding
whether automation is a sensible decision for the manufacturer.

Considering automation/integration partners
At this point, manufacturers have the option to manage the
integration process themselves or seek a single-source provider.
If the decision is to use internal resources, one pitfall that can
prevent a successful implementation of the automated system is
when the internal resources are too busy maintaining the
current day-to-day operations to execute the implementation of
automation. Many times, the day-to-day operations take
precedence over the development of the automation.
If the internal resources cannot be dedicated to the
implementation of the automation, a partnership with an
automation company, that can take lead in the development of
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the automation system that best fits their application, while
working closely with the manufacturer, is a great option. The
selection of the automation partner is critical and can determine
how smoothly the next phases proceed. Given the interdependence
of the modern automated systems with the other systems, it is
highly recommended that manufacturers work with a supplier
that is able to coordinate all aspects of the integration process,
including third party equipment. A single-source supplier should
be able to handle all facets of the project, enabling the company to
focus its attention on larger objectives, such as the next customer
opportunity, internal continuous improvement processes or
optimiaing business continuity. After all, time is money. When
selecting an automation partner, the products and solutions
offered by each supplier should be carefully considered. Whether
or not the company has advanced expertise is highly important.
Past manufacturing experience with automated systems is
essential, and the supplier should be able to share examples of
automated machining systems successfully facilitated.

Integrated automation for preparedness
Seamless integration of automated systems must begin with
proper upfront planning. Expectations must be set in terms of
production volume and part variety before a proper system type
can be identified. Investments in automated systems affect more
than just the shop floor. During the planning process, it is
important to involve leadership from all areas of an organisation
to ensure the correct decision is made and that all facets of the
business are prepared for the shift in production. Selecting the
right suppliers and integration partners is critical and can
simplify all aspects of the project. This is especially important
for first time investors in automation. The part two of this
article would throw light on the points to focus on while
selecting a single-source supplier, system implementation of an
automation and execution of an automation integrated plan. ☐
To be continued in the next issue…
Courtesy: Makino Asia, to read further: www.makino.com.sg
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Industrial maintenance –
Embrace the digital approach
With the COVID-19 affecting manufacturing gravely, competitiveness and cost-effectiveness
of a manufacturing set-up is going to play a crucial role in keeping ahead of competitors. To
keep-up with the current situation, factories need to start getting future-ready, now more than
ever, with advanced maintenance systems. The article offers insights on
Abhijit Wakodikar,
Consultant,
the smarter approach towards maintenance to ensure major benefits,
Manufacturing & Process
Consulting Practice,
which will help organisations refrain from going obsolete.
Frost & Sullivan
Every industry has been affected by COVID-19 and
manufacturing is no exception. Competitiveness and costeffectiveness have never been more important than in the
current scenario. A 2019 survey noted that the average facility
allocates approximately 9.2% of its annual budget for
maintenance, and 20 hours a week (on average) is spent on
planned maintenance. The traditional maintenance approach
impacts the cost and productivity of the plants.
As per the press note released by the Government of India’s
Ministry of Statistics and Program Implementation on Estimates
of Gross Domestic Product for the First Quarter (April-June)
2020-2021, the GDP growth for April-June 2020 compared to
April-June 2019 is -22.6%; the major contributors are
manufacturing at -39.3%, mining and quarrying at -41.3% and
construction at -51.4%. Though the negative growth in these
sectors are due to factors beyond the control of the individual
companies (i.e. the pandemic), it shows that any loss in efficiency
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or low reliability of equipment in these industries will hit the
bottom line of the organisation, as these sectors are heavily
dependent on machinery.
Even when the factories in India started functioning after
the lockdown, there were restrictions on the number of people
who can be present at any given time, which affected regular
maintenance activities as well. To cope with the current situation
and to keep factories future-ready, companies need to adopt
advanced maintenance systems.

Smarter approach toward maintenance
The way maintenance has been conducted over the years
has changed dramatically. Today, industries are not asking
about reducing the breakdown and breakdown time; however,
they are focusing on how the maintenance personnel and
machines can identify the issues, analyse the cause and
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implement the action to prevent downtime. The change is
being implemented by industries and is driven by various
algorithms and tools with the help of Industry 4.0.
Preventive maintenance will reduce the breakdown to
some extent, but it doesn’t cover various aspects of a machine,
like machine parameters, product specifications, process
parameters, etc. That is where predictive maintenance, the
logical next step to the current preventive maintenance
practices, comes in. Predictive maintenance traces the
performance of the assets from the past and continuously
compares it with the present state to avoid future breakdowns.
More advancement in the system will also act autonomously
on the root causes of breakdown or failure.

Advancements in industrial maintenance practices
The convergence of IT with OT is transforming the industry
as a whole. Along with these advancements, organisations are

moving toward digital enterprises and away from industrial
organisations. Modern-age technologies, such as cloud
computing, Big Data and Industrial Internet-of-Things (IIoT),
are being deployed to enhance the scalability, reliability,
effectiveness & cost-efficiency of machine and maintenance
practices. The larger benefit, of course, has been derived in
industries, like oil & gas, energy, manufacturing and aerospace.
However, automotive, pharmaceuticals and several other
industries are also leveraging the tools and technologies.
Maintenance is not restricted to just conducting the
breakdown repair work but also includes all other aspects of
maintenance. Some of the major benefits of advancements in
maintenance practices are:
• Use of Additive Manufacturing for the production of
critical and discontinued spares
3D Printing is a boon for industrial maintenance, as it is
now much easier to print an object that is commercially
difficult to procure. The current disruption in the supply
Advt
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Even when the factories in India started functioning after the lockdown, there were restrictions on the
number of people who can be present at any given time, which affected regular maintenance activities as
well. To cope with the current situation and to keep factories future-ready, companies need to adopt
advanced maintenance systems.
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Smarter Approach toward Maintenance
The way maintenance has been conducted over the years has changed dramatically. Today, industries are not
asking about reducing the breakdown and breakdown time; however, they are focusing on how the
maintenance personnel and machines can identify the issues, analyze the cause and implement the action to
prevent downtime. The change is being implemented by industries and is driven by various algorithms and
tools with the help of Industry 4.0.
Exhibit 1: Maintenance Practices over the Years

• Reactive approach of
maintenance which is
conducted right after a problem
is reported on a machine.
• It focuses on fixing the piece of
equipment and make it work
again.

Preventive
Maintenance
• It is used as a proactive
approach to identify the
breakdown or equipment
failure before it occurs.

Corrective
Maintenance

Prescriptive
Maintenance

• It is a data-based maintenance
technique to predict the
potential failure point of a
machine/subsystem
component by using real-time
(or close to real-time) data.

Predictive
Maintenance

Maintenance practices over the years

• It uses analytics to make
predictions about maintenance.
• It does not only predict the
recommendations but also act
on those recommendations to
make process run without
breakdown.

Source: Frost & Sullivan

Preventive
maintenance
will reduce
the breakdown
to some
extent,from
but it doesn’t
cover
various
aspects
of the be analysed by expert systems and
chain makes
it difficult
to procure
spares
or items
data.
This
data
can later
machine,
likeany
machine
product
specifications,
process
parameters,
etc. That is where
predictive Extensive use of sensors to monitor
OEMs or
otherparameters,
supplier, so
3D Printing
critical
items
is
sophisticated
algorithms.

the most convenient and cost-effective solution for
industries. Various companies are using 3D Printing to
produce spare parts. There are numerous cases where an
equipment failure could occur unless the part is replaced.
In such cases, Additive Manufacturing can help produce
the required part, eliminating the lead time previously
required for procurement. This expedites maintenance
activities and reduces inventory costs. There are several
examples where an OEM discontinued the manufacturing
of a particular part as the machine is no longer in their
system; however, such issues are now being easily resolved
with the introduction of 3D Printing. Printing a
discontinued part increases a machine’s longevity while
removing the need for an expensive replacement.
• Use of Augmented Reality for technician training and
remote maintenance
Augmented Reality (AR) is needed because of the increasing
complexities in industrial equipment and machinery, which
makes it increasingly difficult and expensive to detect, analyse
and troubleshoot the problem to repair the equipment. AR
can provide remote instructions for maintenance based on
the skill level and understanding of the technician. It is also
helpful in facilitating the training of technicians by OEMs,
experienced technicians or industry experts in the particular
field. Virtual Reality, along with AR, can also be used for
training purposes.
• Use of Big Data and cloud computing for data monitoring
and problem analysis
Various sources, including the different types of sensors (e.g.,
vibration, acoustic and thermal imaging), help collect the
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operational conditions, strong historical data and analytics
form the backbone of any predictive maintenance approach.
With cyber-physical systems becoming a reality and even
discrete manufacturing systems collecting data directly from
the machines, this will soon become the norm. Automated
data collection eliminates the issues of error in data reporting.
With this approach, IoT systems for data collection can
seamlessly integrate with data analytics systems, saving
additional effort and time.
The presence of AR, VR, cloud computing and Big Data
allows continuing production, if there are any issues, by not only
figuring out what the issue is but also providing the solution,
which wasn’t possible before.

More integration of IT with OT
Maintenance has evolved over the years and will continue to
do so going forward. As data monitoring and analysis become
more intelligent, future implementation of maintenance
practices will see more integration of IT with OT. The
convergence of OT and IT will allow better-informed choices
for decision makers. The use of a wide range of data sensors will
allow vast data collection and real-time problems and solution
identification. The skill upgradation will be imparted by various
IT tools for personnel who will be able to run, maintain and
manage the systems. These improvements will reduce costs in
the long run and address barriers that hinder the implementation
of successful maintenance practices. The pace of adopting
advanced industrial maintenance in the manufacturing sector
needs to increase or companies risk becoming obsolete. ☐
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Bringing out the most in product development
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the manufacturing industry is in need of a pragmatic
approach & product innovation to be flexible & fast. In this context Publish Industry
India, in association with Siemens Industry Software,
recently organised a four-part series of virtual interactive
Juili Eklahare
sessions, which discussed how organisations can shape their
Features Writer
juili.eklahare@publish-industry.net
future with a complete portfolio of product development
tools, how one can manage design complexities while
keeping innovation in products as a close ally and more. A
Anvita Pillai
Sub-Editor & Correspondent
anvita.pillai@publish-industry.net
post-event report…
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Even with all the advances in technology, when it comes to
successful product development planning, organisations still
need to understand the ways in which they can be highly efficient.
In a time where disruptions are rampant, it is important to know
how digital technologies ingrain themselves into the process of
product planning and maintenance. Keeping this in mind Publish
Industry India, in association with Siemens Industry Software,
recently organised a four-part series of virtual interactive sessions,
which highlighted how one can reduce the time-to-market while
ensuring product reliability, how digitalisation can help achieve
operations & quality excellence today and more.

Part one – Efficient product
development in challenging times

distancing and cost reduction pressure. To this, Binaykya
responded, “One’s systems should be agile enough to adopt. So,
flexibility in the system has to be generated and the shift is
required from cutting fixed costs to make it a more variable cost.”
Jitkar then turned to V Nagesh, Director, Cosmos Impex (India),
asking him to share his thoughts as well on how manufacturers
can ensure the continuity of business with the current restrictions,
to which Nagesh replied that all the departments are
interconnected. “So, if an unprecedented situation like this
arises, one should put his/her people in such kinds of formations
that even if one person is hit by it, then at least 50-70% of the
teams can still function,” he maintained.

COVID-19 – A wake-up call

The first part of the series was on ‘Efficient product
development in challenging times’, which began with the guest
address by Rajesh Sharma, Director – Manufacturing Excellence,
Whirlpool India. He asserted, “In terms of product development
post the pandemic, whatever we design, more voice will be given
to the focus on health and safety of the workforce. Moreover,
manufacturing excellence will play a very big role.” It was then
time for a technology presentation by Nitin Malvadkar, Country
Technical Manager – Mainstream Engineering, Siemens
Industry Software, who presented on the topic ‘Product
development for SMB using digitalisation’. “Digitalisation
represents a great opportunity for small to medium businesses,”
he said & continued, “Small-medium businesses shouldn’t
assume that the digital twin is not for them and they should be
agile and quick to adopt.”

Moving on to the technology part, Jitkar posed his next
question to Maulik Patel, Executive Director, Sahajanand Laser
Technology, asking him what the role of emerging technologies
would be in continuing the same efficiency & profitably as earlier.
Patel averred that the COVID-19 pandemic is a wake-up call to
adopt Industry 4.0. “We adopted digitisation by digitising the
manual tasks. Furthermore, we are developing Industry 4.0
solutions for our customers & ourselves,” he cited. Taking the
discussion forward with Malvadkar, Jitkar asked how organisations
can understand how relevant a particular technology is for their
business. Malvadkar answered, “There is multiple data online for
organisations to find what and how relevant a technology is to
them. Also, we have to start looking at enhancing the ROI first,
which can be done by integrating innovation with the business, by
being faster to the market and more.”

Flexibility has to be generated

Part two – Managing product
development complexities

Shortly after, the panel discussion took place on ‘Leveraging
digitalisation in the current challenging times’, which was
moderated by Shekhar Jitkar, Chief Editor, Publish Industry
India. The discussion started with Jitkar pointing out that this
era will be marked by extremely agile organisations because of
the advanced technologies. He then shot his first question at
Sanjay Binaykya, Assistant Vice President – Manufacturing,
National Engineering Industries, asking him how Indian
manufacturing organisations can be better prepared while
restarting manufacturing operations, with constraints like social
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The second part of the series was on ‘Managing product
development complexities in challenging times’, which kicked
off with the guest address by T K Ramesh, Managing Director &
CEO, Ace Micromatic. He said that innovation is the key for any
business to succeed in challenging & complex times. “Right now,
the thought process is about customer experience over the entire
product lifecycle,” he affirmed.
This was followed by a technology presentation by
Malvadkar, who presented on the topic ‘Managing product
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development complexities using digitalisation’. He mentioned
the three keys to use complexity as a competitive advantage, i.e.
using digital twin, adopting a modern & personalised solution
and working in an ecosystem that is open & flexible. Giving
some takeaways, he revealed, “Organisations should focus on
improvement and look for areas where digital transformation
can support their key priorities.”

Part three – Managing competitive challenges
with efficient product development

While part one and two deliberated on product development
and complexities of product development, part three was all
about ’Managing competitive challenges with efficient product
development using digitalisation’.
The line-up began with the introductory guest address by
Dr A Balamurugan, Director, Growth Hacking Partners, who
Understanding the changing market scenario
elaborated on ‘Important digital techniques that can help
The session then moved on to the panel discussion on product development across the world’. During his session, he
‘Managing product development complexities in challenging advised, “Smart products will keep competitors at bay, at least
times’, which was moderated by Jitkar, who started off my for a while. It is important that while adopting digitalisation we
informing that in the current scenario, adjusting operations in do not forget the conventional wisdom to gain a competitive
real-time calls for a new approach to everything that’s done. He advantage in product development.” Next, Malvadkar addressed
put his first question to Shirish Divgi, MD, Milacron India, asking the audience on ‘Managing competitive challenges using
him how the time-to-market can be reduced & products can be digitalisation’ focusing on how digitalisation can help MSMEs.
launched faster. To this, Divgi responded, “We have many good He asserted, “Manufacturers who can introduce products to the
softwares that can test the product/part. In design, we need all- market ahead of its competitors, not only benefit from increased
rounders, who know the manufacturing & product applications, profitability but also increased market share.”
who will help in reducing the time-to-market.” Jitkar then turned
to Sameer Kelkar, CEO and R&D Head, Grind Master, asking Collaborating, adopting and competing
him how design complexities & product development cost can be
To gain deeper insights on the strategy and approach the
managed across the value chain. “If the correct solution is being
developed, it can get down the development time significantly,” industry should entail to respond to the changes and remain
Kelkar answered and added, “Understanding the changing competitive, Jitkar moderated a panel discussion on ‘Managing
competitive challenges with efficient product development’.
market scenario is a key challenge in today’s volatile scenario.”
Shooting his next question at Malvadkar, Jitkar asked him to He posed his first question to the panellist, B C Rao, Managing
throw light on the technology perspective, in terms of optimising Director, Kennametal India, on how brand loyalty has changed
the total cost of ownership. Malvadkar explained, “As an during the current times and the nuances of customers
organisation, one should think of depriving a tool which can retainment. To this, Rao responded, “The Indian consumer is
help do what took him/her normally three months manually to more likely to be loyal to the demand fulfilment and authenticity
of brands than being brand loyal during the current times.
three days.”
Revisiting one’s values & purpose and upgrading the digital
offering is the key to success.” Following this, connoting on
People will have to adopt new technologies
how to identify, understand and manage trade-offs to increase
Turning to Dr Vishwas Puttige, Business Head, amace product success, Viraj Kalyani, CEO, Kalyani Studio, stated,
solutions, Jitkar posed him the question, if there has been a change “Old business models that are being challenged due to the crisis
in the approach towards the adoption of digitalisation technologies need to focus on slowing down, assessing the whole landscape
because of the pandemic. “It might have slowed down but people and not make any hasty moves; companies/OEMs/businesses
are using this time to explore how they can leverage the that had foreseen and are working towards digitalisation right
technologies,” Puttige responded and went on, “People will have now have an opportunity to speed up. They should go full
to adopt these new technologies – it’s not an option.”
throttle with the ideas/products they are working on and
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A controlled and streamlined, correct-by-design
process is important to provide digital continuity
across domains

increase their investments and speed to market.” Contributing
his thoughts on managing competition from local & global
suppliers, Malvadkar stated, “Virtual collaboration is going to
be a key aspect in managing competition, especially during the
current times where people are working from home. Now is
the time to identify, adapt and embrace change and digital
solutions.” Opining on cash conservation and investment in
new technologies during the current times, Kedar Deshpande,
Managing Director, Umasons Auto Compo, mentioned,
“Despite digitalisation being a costly investment, over a period
of time, it’s a cost-reducing & time-saving investment. Every
year companies should keep aside funds to invest in new
technologies because ultimately, technologies help in surviving
the difficult situations.” In totality, the discussion explained
digitalisation is for everyone, including small businesses.
While the pandemic might continue for some more time,
businesses need to strategise to be adept at the services they are
offering and use technologies to their best.

Part four – Product development enabling
shorter time to market and maximum ROI
The final part of the series, part four, divulged into tackling
the challenges and managing competition using digitalisation
with the virtual session - ‘Addressing all the aspects of the
product development process with digitalisation technologies’.
The sessions were kickstarted by the guest addresser,
Dr Harish Pant, Managing Director, Advance Technologies,
who elaborated on ‘Digital transformation – A trillion-dollar
opportunity’. Via the address, he focused on the micro-points
that would affect the technical aspects of manufacturing from
the top floor to the shop floor. Pant asserted, “Value creation
on the shop floor, the way we used to run our operations &
business processes, has now undergone a massive change.
Now, with digitalisation, it is possible to slice the business
from one end to the other, click by click.”
Following this ensued a dynamic discussion between Jitkar
and Malvadkar, who discussed the role of emerging technologies
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and how Solid Edge, a Siemens solution, can help in addressing
the growing end-user demand for customised products and
meet the demand for intelligent products, offer analysis solutions
for a lower cost and the capabilities of the solution that can help
manufacturing industries.

Investing and innovating to maintain value
Finally, bringing an end to the series was a panel discussion
that brought into the light, with case studies on, how Solid Edge
helped businesses meet the challenges in customer requirements,
industry necessity and design parameters. Panellist, Rajinder
Singh, Deputy GM, Engineering, Exicom Power Solutions,
mentioned, “One of the major pain areas for us is customer
expectation of immediate release of product design. And Solid
Edge, with its synchronous technology, is helping us take care of
it.” Responding to the question on how SMEs can adopt
digitalisation for the future, panellist, Promod Kalyani, CEO,
Kalson Engineering, conveyed, “Small businesses need to be
prepared to create a knowledge pipeline, where one can retain all
their knowledge digitally so that it’ll be easy for new engineers to
go through it and become productive.” Speaking about leveraging
technology during budget cuts, Malvadkar said, “Organisations
need to deploy technological tools, which can help them reduce
the time engaged in production considerably, thereby, reducing
the time-to-market. The time saved deploying these tools needs
to be invested in innovating further for the market.”

Comprehensive knowledge for success
With its four-part series, Siemens Industry software, in
association with Publish Industry India, was able to address
the potential and role of technology in the process of product
development, various complexities and challenges of the
process and how the right approach to technology can bring
maximum ROI to the investment and reduce the time to
market for both big industries and MSMEs & help companies
to be at par with global competition. ☐
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Spindle for CNCs

Sensory quick-change pallet module

Kenturn recently revealed the spindle, MVB1315, applied for the milling
machine, multi-purpose CNC machine and special purpose CNC machine.
This is a built-in spindle with HSK A63
dual-contact tooling system. The outside
diameter is 160 mm, and the maximum
speed is 20,000 rpm. Other specifications
include the bearing size of Ø 65 mm with
oil air lubrication for continuous machining.
This is a universal spindle for vertical
machining centre and can be used with MVB1315
various types of controllers. The spindle is
supported by various features like, the tool clamping force is 18 kN , spindle
motor power of 10 kW and spindle motor torque of 17 Nm. The hydraulic
pressure of the spindle is 50 kg/cm. This spindle obtains several features,
like high accuracy, high stability, and low vibration, suitable for high speed
processing scope. The company does not manufacture spindles in China, nor
OEM for other brands. They believe CNC spindle is the heart of any mill, as it
consists of rotating assembly with a taper where tool holders may be
installed. They have been designing, manufacturing, fabricating and
marketing machine tool spindles of all kinds since 1983.

Schunk recently presented the VERO-S NSE-S3 138, a sensory quick-change
pallet module, that allows permanent monitoring of the pull-down force and
the clamping slide position. Moreover,
the presence of workpieces or
clamping pallets can be monitored.
Basis for this are the strain gauges,
measuring amplifier and inductive
sensors, which are directly integrated
in the module and compared with the
conventional
clamping
module
VERO-S NSE 3. The dimensions are VERO-S NSE-S3 138
unchanged. The sensory quickchange pallet system paves the way for the pre-conditions for achieving a
continuous real-time analysis of the clamping situation and provides
important parameters for process optimisation. Power supply (24 V DC) and
signal output (analog 0-10 V DC, digital 0/24 V DC) are carried out reliably via
spring contact. The VERO-S NSE-S3 is available in two versions with antirotation protection – one with a defined position (V1) and the other with the
option to rotate the pallets in 90° increments (V4), so that the position of the
pallet assembly can vary by 0°, 90°, 180° or 270°.

Kenturn Nano Tec | Taiwan
Email: cnc-spindle@kenturn.com.tw |Tel: +886-4-791 0271

Solid carbide drill

Schunk Intec India | Bengaluru
Email: info@in.schunk.com | Tel: +91-80-4053 8999

Advt

Kennametal India recently introduced an expansion to its solid carbide drilling
portfolio, the HPX drill, for high performance and large volume drilling in steel.
Designed to punch holes quickly and efficiently to
8xD in any ISO-P steel material, the HPX drill
provides up to twice the tool life and three times the
productivity compared to competing products, even
in dry or Minimum Quantity Lubrication (MQL)
applications. The company has applied a small
corner chamfer and straightened the drill’s cutting
edges, which helps in drilling alloy steels. This
gentle hone further reduces the friction that leads to
the built-up edge, as do the tool’s highly polished
flutes. Special gashing on the HPX drill improves the HPX drill
chip formation and curls a smaller chip. The
material-specific HPX point geometry creates significantly lower cutting
forces, which works great for machines with lower spindle capabilities,
unstable cutting conditions or unstable workpiece clamping. A continuous
cross section makes the HPX drill more resistant against tool breakage and the
ultrahigh polished chip flutes ensure superior chip evacuation. The drill comes
equipped with a leakproof MQL interface that meets DIN 6535 and 69090-03
standards — no more special orders or in-house modifications.
Kennametal India | Bengaluru
Email: bangalore.information@kennametal.com | Tel: +91-80-2219 8444
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» Automotive Manufacturing
To keep the pace with the ever-innovating
technologies in the automotive industry,
one has to understand the convergence
of disruptive technology driven trends
that could revolutionise automotive
manufacturing. The next issue helps gain
perspective of the evolving technologies
and trends in automotive manufacturing.

» Industrial Bearings
As demand for durable, smart and
cost-efficient bearings has increased
exponentially, the bearing industry is
becoming more intensive technologically.
Growth in this industry is linked to the
growth of the automotive and industrial
sectors. The following issue focuses on
the major growth drivers, latest trends and
challenges faced by the bearing industry.

» AR/VR
In the recent years, Augmented Reality
(AR)/Virtual Reality (VR) have gained
impetus for driving the transformation and
upgrade of core components, extensive
smart devices, network transmission
devices, cloud computing devices,
telecom services & software and industry
information services. The subsequent
edition throws light on the industry
ecosystem and development trends
resulted from the adoption of AR/VR.

» Blockchain Technology
in Manufacturing
Blockchain is essentially a ledger
technology that uses cryptography to
provide an authoritative record of secure
transactions. It offers a new model
of product traceability, supply chain
transparency, compliance monitoring
and auditability. The upcoming edition
will explore how it may accelerate the
supply chain management, advance
product customisation options, reduce
counterfeiting and more.
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The best just got BETTER.
Available October 2020
Increased chip evacuation from
optimized flute design
Simplify your insert choices with ISO
specific geometries and new point design
Superior performance even
in low coolant applications

Join us during IMTS spark to meet our
newest high-speed drilling solution!

Email: info.in@wohlhaupter.com | Phone: +91 11 41827044

www.wohlhaupterindia.in
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“ 20 years of sump life.
And still going strong.”

Hans Niederhaeuser
Retired Sales Manager
Blaser Swisslube AG

20 years ago, our retired Sales Manager Hans
Niederhaeuser personally filled the central system
at Tata Motors in Pune with Blasocut 4000 Strong.
Thanks to our unique Bio-Concept, this coolant
is incredibly stable and gentle to humans and the
environment.

Test us. It‘s worth it.
blaser.com

